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Consequent upon his/her selection on provisional basis through Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board for recruitment to
the Post of SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER and with the prior approvalof.Competent Authority MR/MS. USHA SAGAR
(Employee 10: 20171354)
is hereby appointed purely on provisional\;JasJs t'o the post of SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER In
the pay scale of Rs, 9300-34800(4600)/-(Pre-revised)
plus us~a\ al!o'wances as admissible under the rules from time to
time subject to usual terms and conditions given in the offer,,;bf'appolntment and accepted by him/her. He/She Is further
directed to report to his/her place of posting latest by 1'!,./(l7./2(f17 failing which his/her appointment shall stand cancelled
without any further communication,
-,.., ~

«:

Mr./Ms. USHA SAGAR (Employee 10"'20 17J]sf)
SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER.
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SecvEducetion.

2. p,s. to DE,Dte of Education,
3. RD Concerned.
4. DOE concerned with the direction to verify the eligibility of the candidate as per the provision of RRs and also to get the
SC/ST/PH Certificate verified wherever applicable and send a status report to the undersigned within 90 days of issue of this
order.
5. EO Concerned
6. AO(Estt.)Concerned.
7. AAO Concerned Accounts

branch,

8. PAO Concerned,
9. Hg,s. concerned.
~ncharge{Computer
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11. Employee Concerned-USHA
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